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Report:
Our goal is to solve the structure of various constructs of the 550 kDa cytoplasmic dyneinheavy-chain from human and the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium disoideum.
Two DHC-constructs formed crystals. One consists of the linker- and the AAA1-domain
(referred to as construct 1), both of which are essential for dynein motor activity. The other
one represents the part from the stalk, which includes the microtubule-binding domain, to the
C-terminal part of the DHC (referred to as construct 2). Both constructs were expressed as
myosin-fusion-proteins, so that the MWs are 180 kDa and 250 kDa, respectively.
First diffraction measurements of the crystals were performed at DESY in Hamburg (MaxPlanck beamline), because the crystals were too small for in-house measurements.
Unfortunately, we had to find out in Nov. 2009 that the crystals were even too small for
DESY and did not show any diffraction. For many other DHC constructs no crystals could be
obtained.
We applied for BioSAXS experiments at ID 14-3 to get information on why crystallization
isn`t happening for most of the DHC constructs. Our goal was fo find optimum conditions for
crystallization. Therefore BioSAXS experiments on eight DHC constructs were performed. A
wide range of different buffer conditions was tested. But for none of the constructs, differing
in size from 120 – 250 kDa, appropriate data could be obtained. The proteins were either too
big or precipitated. We tend to the first assumption, since two of the DHC constructs formed
crystals (see experiment report MX-1096) and could be concetrated to up to 10 mg/ml
without precipitating.

